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Soot Formation

Composed of 4 major processes:
• Homogeneous nucleation
• Particle coagulation
• Particle surface reactions
• Particle agglomeration



There have been several proposals on the nature of soot 
particle inception; polyacetylenes, ionic species, or 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  as the key gaseous 
precursors to soot. 

Majority of opinions supported by 
numerous experimental and 
modeling studies, is that soot 
particles form via PAHs. 

Particle precursors



Two major topics

• Gas-phase
– Formation of aromatics
– Growth of aromatics

• Particle dynamics



Fuels and Chemistry
The energy is released via chemical reactions. Each fuel 
undergoes different reactions, with different rates. 
Chemical details matter.

Ability to make accurate quantitative predictions of 
gas kinetics would improve decision making and 
accelerate innovation. 



Real Fuels: HC class composition

CRC Report No. AVFL-19-2, 2013
Shafer et al., AIAA 2006-7972
Teng et al., JSS 1994
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Fuel surrogates are mixtures of one or more simple fuels that are 
designed to emulate properties of a more complex fuel.

Surrogates

• Nearly impossible to identify all the individual molecules 
present in real fuels and their compositions

• Detailed information on the combustion modeling is NOT 
available for all molecules

• Computation time would be prohibitively long when all 
identified species are included and simulated

Why surrogates are needed?



Modeling fuel behavior in Engine

Detailed combustion modeling
Real transportation 

fuels

Fuel Surrogate
- Model fuel that emulates 

combustion behavior of 
target real fuel

- Composed of hydrocarbons 
with chemical mechanisms



A glimpse

● Violi et al. 2002 – jet fuels (volatility, sooting tendency)
● Dagaut et al., 2006 – jet fuels (autoignition)
● Humer et al., 2007 - jet fuels (extinction/autoignition limits) 
● Honnet et al., 2009 (extinction/autoignition)
● Mehl et al., 2011 gasoline (OS, H/C, AKI)
● Ahmed et al., 2015 – FACE gasoline (distillation, H/C, RON, density)
● Dooley et al., 2012 – jet A (DCN, H/C, MW. TSI)
● ………..



Surrogate for JP-8
Single fuel policy: fuel standardization- JP-8 primary fuel support 
for all air and land forces (TARDEC 2001)

As a result US Army’s compression ignition engines needed to go 
from DF-2 diesel to JP-8 (DF2-C10-C22; JP-8 C9-C16)

• Numerous benefits:
– Reduced component wear;
– Reduced corrosion;

– Reduced microbiological growth in fuel tank;
– Reduced water entrainment

– Reduced nozzle fouling/deposits



Hydrocarbon distribution
Similar iso-alkane content but 
significantly different CN?

n-octane (n-alkane)

2-methylheptane (iso-alkane)

2,2,4-trimethylpentane (iso-alkane)

CN=64.4, DCN=57.6

DCN=52.6

CN=14.6

C8 linear alkane isomers

DCN 31
CN 25

DCN 46 DCN 60
CN 58.4

lightly- branched
high CN 

highly- branched
low CN



Surrogate Formulation 
Methodology

Component 
properties

Composition

Mixture 
properties

Optimizer

Real fuel 
properties

compare

models, 
correlations

• UM-developed surrogate optimizer
– Finds a composition that matches various 

properties including temperature-dependent 
physical properties

• Target properties
– CN, LHV, H/C, MW
– Density, viscosity, surface tension
– Distillation characteristics

• Target fuels
– Jet-A POSF-4658
– IPK, S8



Our previous work
Species Jet-A surrogate IPK surrogate S-8 surrogate
n-dodecane 0.4706 0.1416 0.3073

n-decane 0.4234

iso-cetane 0.1669 0.3141 0.2309

iso-octane 0.4016 0.0384

decalin 0.2419 0.1427

toluene 0.1206

Kim, Martz, Violi., CNF 2017

Species Jet-A surrogate IPK surrogate S-8 surrogate

n-dodecane 0.4706 0.1416 0.3073

n-decane 0.4234

iso-cetane 0.1669 0.3141 0.2309

iso-octane 0.4016 0.0384

decalin 0.2419 0.1427

toluene 0.1206

A six-component surrogate palette for conventional and alternative jet fuels –
UM surrogate
Chemical aspect: DCN, H/C, LHV
Physical aspect: MW, density, viscosity, specific heat, distillation curve



Comparison with experimental 
data
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Choice of properties

Chemical/physical 
properties (all 8 target 
properties) vs only 
chemical properties (CN, 
LHV, H/C)
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What can we do with 
surrogates?

• Detailed combustion modeling of real fuels

17

Jet-A S-81000 K, 22.8kg/m3, 15% O2

Kim et al., SAE 2017 Kim, Martz, Violi., CNF 2017



Summary
Surrogates are simple HC mixtures that mimics properties 
and combustion behaviors of target fuels. 
Surrogates enable detailed combustion modeling of real 
transportation fuels.

Important aspects of surrogate formulations are 
- Target property/combustion behavior selection

Depends on the combustion device of interest 
(different combustion modes)

- Surrogate component selection
HCs that are representative of molecules in target 

fuel, with chemical mechanism



Predictive reaction models as new 
frontier of combustion chemistry

- Quest for models capable of accurate numerical predictions 
with quantifiable uncertainties.

- Predictive: model can reproduce a large set of well-defined 
experimental data and model predictions are quantified for 
the known and unknown.

- Deficient knowledge of reaction pathways and inaccuracy in 
measurements and theoretical calculations. 



Mechanism: principal reaction pathways responsible for the 
phenomena in question

Model: is a set of mathematical equations describing the 
phenomena.

Given a set of elementary reactions (i.e., a detailed mechanism) 
specifies  the corresponding set of differential equations,  i.e., the 
mathematical model. With a (known) set of parameters, such a 
model generates prediction for model responses. A predictive 
model specifies the bounds for these predictions. 

Some definitions



Detailed chemical kinetics models are composed of individual 
reactions steps. Each reaction step has a prescribed rate law, which 
is characterized by a set of parameters.

The adequacy of such a model or discrimination among several of 
them is assessed by comparing model   predictions to experimental 
observations. 

Kinetic Models



Combustion chemistry and 
reaction conditions

Fuel + Air
• Room T mixture is stable, natural gas and air
• If T is maintained low – form aldehydes and peroxides
• At high T and moderately rich: reactions form syngas 

H2+CO2
• Richer: reactions form acetylene, benzene and soot



Different fuels make different 
mix of alkenes

Main alkene is C2H4. In absence of O2, it is converted to 
C2H2

Propene – it converts to resonance-stabilized radical 
allyl C3H5 and then to C3H3

C3H3 + C3H3 and various addition reactions of acetylene 
can lead to aromatics and to Soot

Often multiple models have been created for the same 
system, with different numbers of species and reactions, and 
different thermo & rate parameters. 



Kinetic models increase in size 
and number of models continue 

to rise

Lu and Law, PECS 2009

Courtesy of E. Law – CI (2008)





Formation of Aromatics

n-C4H3 + C2H2 = phenyl   (Frenklach et al. PROCI 1985)

n-C4H5+C2H2=benzene + H (Bitner Howard, PROCI, 1981)

C3H3 + C3H3 = benzene OR phenyl + H   (Miller and Melius, 1992)

C5H5 + CH3 = benzene + H + H  

C5H5 + C5H5 = naphthalene + H + H

(Melius et al, PROCI 1996; Moskaleva et al PROCI 1996, Wang and Brezinsly JPC 1998; Ikeda et al., PROCI 2000) 



Formation of Aromatics
• Resonantly stablized free-radicals, such as propargyl, benzyl and 
cyclopentadienyl. 
•Propargyl combination (Fahr & Stein 1990)

Rate coefficient calculation require high-quality PES (e.g., CASPT2), 
RRKM/Master equation modeling, flexible, variational transition state 
theory

Miller and Klippenstein (2003)
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Growth of Aromatics
Stein’s stabilomers as soot building blocks. 

Pericondensed PAH, six-membered benzenoid rings. 
Naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene and coronese.

Need to be activated via H abstractions  - significant energy 
barriers.

Temperature plays a critical role in rate of molecular growth 
and fragmentation. Stein, Fahr, JPC, 1985

Dobbins, Fletcher, Lu CNF 1995
Dobbins, Fletcher, Chang, CNF 1998



High-temperature stabilities of 
hydrocarbons

Chemical thermodynamic analysis of hydrocarbons from 
1500K and 3000K for C2n H2m, n=1-21, m =1-8. Using group 
additivity as primary estimation. 
Stabilities discussed in terms of their hypothetical equilibrium 
concentrations

nC2H2 = C2nH2m + (n-m)H2

Stein and Fahr, JPC 1985



Structures of the most stable isomers in the most stable classes of C2nH2m molecules
(Stein and Fahr, 1985)



PAH Precursor Chemistry
The Hydrogen-Abstraction—Carbon Addition (HACA) Mechanism (Frenklach)

•Capture three important 
factors of molecular weight 
growth

Flame PAH
chemistry formation

H atom chain activation
branching

C2H2 dominant building
species block

High T heat Arrhenius
release kinetics Pioneered by Frenklach and co-workers
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Particle Formation



Once particles are formed they can collide leading to 
bigger particles.

Initially spherical and later acquire a fractal shape

Coalescent growth
and 

agglomeration

Particle Coagulation



Coalescent growth

Particles are spherical. Mathematical treatment usually from 
aerosol dynamics. 

Smoluchowski master equation and collision coefficients 
depending on the sizes of particles colliding.
Function of Knudsen number – mean free path/particle radius (P)



Particle agglomeration
Fractal dimension determined in many flames showing a narrow 
range 1.7-1.8 

Faeth, Koylu Comb Sci Tech 1995
Turbulent diffusion flames acetylene, propylene, ethylene, propane

Transition

From spherical to fractal not understood.
Particles are composed of viscous matter (liquid droplets) that 
coalesce at small size and have not enough time for fusion as 
particle size increases (Prado et al. 1981)

Spherical shape is product of coagulation and surface growth and 
transition to fractal aggregates is caused by cessation of surface 
growth. (Haynes and Wagner, 1981; Wersborg etal. 1973; Smith 1983; Howard and Longwell, 1983)



Transition Regime
Time-dependent Monte Carlo simulations between spheres: Two 
factors for particle sphericity:  sufficiently fast surface growth rate 
And the rate of surface growth must be capable of burying colliding 
particles stuck to the surface of larger particles. 

Main point: particle aggregation is not separated
in time from particle nucleation. Instead,
aggregation begins with the onset of nucleation. 
Mitchel and Frenklach



Particle models
Soot is coagulation of 1-5 nm particles that also add 
compounds from the gas-phase and lose H, gaining high 
condensed-ring aromatics
Two approaches to combine gas-phase with aromatic growth:

1. method of moments (particle dynamic described as moments 
of the particle size distribution – volume fraction, mean 
particle size and variance of PSD) (Frenklach and co-workers, 
1985, 1987, 1998, 1994)
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Particle models

2. discrete sectional 
method: ensemble of 
aromatic compounds is 
divided into classes of 
different MW and reactions 
are treated in the form of 
gas-phase. (D’Anna Kent, 
2008, 2008; Colket, Hall, 
1994; Pope, Howard, 1997, 
Thomson et al,.)

M. Sirignano et al., PROCI, 2011



Soot growth
Soot aggregation with simultaneous 
surface growth using a dynamic Monte 
Carlo method. The simulations 
demonstrate that: 

● Aggregation with sufficiently small 
spherical particles in the presence of 
surface growth leads to a spheroidal 
shape. 

● The spheroidal shape of particles is 
attributed to rapid surface growth 
and intense particle nucleation. 

● Particle shape may also be affected 
by rearrangement of the internal 
structure of colliding aromatic 
clusters.

Figure from Mitchell and Frenklach, PROCI 1998



PAH and NANOPARTICLE 
FORMATION
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PAH Precursor Chemistry
The Hydrogen-Abstraction—Carbon Addition (HACA) Mechanism (Frenklach)

•Capture three important 
factors of molecular weight 
growth

Flame PAH
chemistry formation

H atom chain activation
branching

C2H2 dominant building
species block

High T heat Arrhenius
release kinetics Pioneered by Frenklach and co-workers
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PAH Precursor Chemistry 

• Sequential dehydrogenation from cycloparaffins (Westmoreland 2007)

• Phenyl addition/cyclolization pathway (Koshi 2010)

• Fulvenallene + acetylene (Bozzelli 2009)

• Cyclopentadienyl + acetylene (Carvallotti et al. 2007)

• Cyclopentadienyl + cyclopentadienyl (Colket 1994; Mebel 2009)

• Propargy + bi-phenyl (D’Anna and Violi, 1998)



Other Pathways

Formation of naphthalene, indene and benzene (Wang, Violi, Kim. 
Mulholland, JPC 2006)

Pyrolytic Hydrocarbon Growth ( Kim Mulholland, Wang, Violi JPC  A 2010)

B3LYP

Laminar flow reactor



Other Pathways

Cyclodehydrogenation reactions to cyclopentafused PAHs (Violi, JPC A 2005)



Other Pathways

Radical-molecule reactions for aromatic growth (Wang, Violi, JOC 2006)



Other Pathways

Formation of naphthalene, indene and benzene (Wang, Violi, Kim. 
Mulholland, JPC 2006)

Pyrolytic Hydrocarbon Growth ( Kim Mulholland, Wang, Violi JPC  A 2010)

B3LYP

Laminar flow reactor



As of today, there are a lot of pathways explaining the 
formation of six-membered aromatic rings:

● Diels-Alder: Siegmann and Sattler, JCP 2000; Kislov et al., 
JCTC 2005

● Bay-closure: Bohm and Jander, PCCP 1999; Violi, JPCA 
2005; Raj et al., CnF 2009

● Carbon(C2H2)-addition-hydrogen-migration (CAHM): 
Zhang et al., JPCL 2015; Zhang et al., JPCA 2016; 
Frenklach et al., PROCI 2019

● C3 growth: initiated by C3H3 addition (Raj et al., JPCA 
2014), A-C3H4 addition and P-C3H4 addition (Mebel et al., 
Faraday Discuss. 2016)

● C4 growth: initiated by C4H4 (vinylacetylene) addition (Liu 
et al., CnF 2019)  etc.



As complex as it already seems for the formation of 6-
membered aromatic rings, the experimental evidence suggests 
that the actual PACs formed during combustion are much more 
complex as it actually contains:

● Aliphatic chains
● 5-membered rings
● Oxygen contents
● Curvatures

PACs complexity - Experimental evidence



H/C Ratio
Low Pressure, premixed laminar flames of acetylene and oxygen, P=2.76 kPa, 
C/O=1.0  

Molecular beam high-resolution mass spectrometry of soot particles
Suggests species beyond pericondensed stabilomers

Weilmünster et al. Combust Flame 1999, 2000



Aliphatic carbons

● For nascent soot surface, 
Cain et al. (PCCP 2010) 
observed large amounts of 
aliphatic C-H groups 
ranging from 1 to 30 times 
that of aromatic C-H in a 
premixed, burner-stabilized 
flame. 

● The amount of aliphatic C–
H relative to aromatic C–H 
remained approximately 
constant with respect to 
particle sizes (Dp,m>10 nm).



Aliphatic carbons

High-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
was used for direct imaging of the build blocks 
forming the particles in the early stages of soot 
formation (Schulz et al., PROCI 2019; Commodo
et al., CnF 2019).

The observation includes the noticeable presence 
of aliphatic side-chains.

Figure from Commodo et al., CnF 2019



Five-membered rings

● The same AFM study 

(Schulz et al., PROCI 

2019; Commodo et 
al., CnF 2019) shows a 

significant presence of 

penta-rings as 

opposed to the purely 

benzenoid aromatic 

compounds.

● Different types of 

peripheral pentagonal 

rings are observed, as 

shown in the figure on 

the right.



Oxygen contents

Cain et al. (PCCP 2014) 
studied a coflow diffusion 
flame of a three-component 
Jet-A1 surrogate and 
characterized oxygenated 
compounds 200-600 amu in 
mass. The results show that 
oxygenates were abundant in 
all soot samples.

Figure from Cain et al., PCCP 2014



PACs formation is indeed complex to study. The current 
approaches to model its chemistry growth:

● Deterministic model: e.g., CHEMKIN
● Stochastic model: e.g., kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC)
● Reactive molecular dynamics (MD): e.g., ReaxFF

PAH complexity:
modeling difficulties



Deterministic model: CHEMKIN-type simulations

● Needs a priori knowledge of species and reactions as input
● Some mechanism has species up to coronene (C24H12)
● Works reasonably well for predicting mole fractions of gas-phase 

species with molecular mass less than benzene (C6H6) in a range 
of flames

Example mechanism from KAUST mechanism II (KM2, Wang et al., CnF 2013)



Raj et al., CnF 2012



KAUST mechanism II (KM2, Wang et al., CnF 2013)



NanoParticles in Combustion
what do we know and how can 

we model

• Comprehensive reviews (e.g., Haynes, Wagner, 1981; 
Howard, 1990; Lighty, Veranth, Sarofim, 2000; 
Frenklach, 2002; Dobbins, 2007; Wang, 2011)

• Round-table discussions (Siegla, Smith, 1981; Lahaye
Prado, 1983; Jander, Wagner, 1990; Bockhorn, 1994; 
Sarofim, D’Anna, Wang, 2007)



Existence of nanoparticles

First observed by Wersborg et al. (1973) via molecular beam sampling 
(1.5-2 nm) 

D’Alessio et al. (1992) using non-intrusive spectroscopic techniques.

Additional evidences has been provided by DMA (Sgro et al., 2007; 
Siegmann et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2007, 2003a,b, 2005), small-angle X-
ray scattering measurements (di Stasio et al., 2006 and Hessler et al., 
2001, 2002), and flame-sampling photoionization mass spectrometry 
experiments (Grotheer et al. 2004, 2007, 2011). 

Nevertheless, these experiments contained only limited chemical 
information.



Linked PAHs

Laser induced fluorescence 
suggests prevalence of two ring 
aromatics connected by aliphatics

D’Alessio Proc Comb Inst 1992

Absorption

Fluorescence

Associated with 2-ring aromatics



Soot Nucleation

Zhao et al. 2003
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Measured PSDFs are indeed bimodal • Second-order 
nucleation kinetics –
dimerization of soot 
precursors – leads to 
Persistent bimodality.

• First-order nucleation 
kinetics gives PSDFs 
that are persistently 
unimodal.



Soot Nucleation 
Mass spectrum of fragments from photoionization 
of nascent soot show periodicity

100-Torr acetylene-oxygen
flame (f = 3.25) Grotheer et al., 2007 



Initially, soot defined as mass accumulated in PAH 
species above a certain size (pure chemical growth). 
This definition unpredicted particle size (Frenklach et 
al, 1985)

Later, PAHs stick to each other forming dimers. PAH 
dimers collide forming tetramers, etc. All while PAH 
species increase via chemical growth. Practical 
measure formation of dimers marked emergence of 
“solid” particles. (Frenklach, Wang, 1991, 1994) 

Particle modeling



Modeling particles
• Chemical mechanisms 

– D’Anna Violi, 1998; 

– Violi, Sarofim, Truong 2001;

– D’Anna, Violi, D’Alessio, Sarofim 2001;

– Violi et al., 2002;

– Energy Fuels 2005; 

– Violi et al. 2004; 

– Wang and Violi, 2006;

– ….

– Elvati, Dillstrom, Violi 2016



Miller derived collision 
rates assuming PAHs are 
balls with LJ potential. He 
highlighted that 
translation E of colliding 
pairs may be trapped in 
the angular momentum 
of an incoming molecule 
orbiting the other. (Miller, 
1991)
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Dimerization



Two classes of carbonaceous material: nanoparticles with sizes 
in the range 1-5 nm, and soot particles, with sizes from 10 to 
100 nm. 

Chemical and spectroscopic analysis give indication of chemical 
nature and show stacked PAHs or polymer-like structures 
containing sub-units with aliphatic and aromatic bonds. 
Occasionally oxygen. (combustion environments dictate).

Physical growth and chemical growth

In summary
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Bridging scales - What is the problem

● What other methods cover and what they cannot for 
computational and physical reasons.
○ CFD: limited chemistry, simplified molecule-molecule 

interactions models
○ Ab initio: limited timescale limited size/accuracy
○ Deterministic continuous models: 

■ require previous knowledge of chemistry, transport
■ valid only under certain conditions (thermodynamic 

limit/large quantities)

● Experimental techniques can give some glimpse
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Bridging scales - What and why?
● What are the phenomena that occur on ns/nm time-

and length- scales?
○ molecule/NP -molecule/NP energy transfer
○ molecule/NP -molecule/NP reactivity
○ Soot precursors

● What can we do with the an accurate description of 
these phenomena?
○ Simplify and feed them to other models (CFD)
○ Gain a better understanding of what drives generic 

gas phase process (combustion, LFS, non-thermal 
plasma)
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Bridging scales - What do we need?   
● What are the requirements of the computational 

techniques to understand the phenomena that occur 
at atomic/molecular scale
○ Make minimal assumptions on physics and system
○ Assumptions need to be based on physical 

equations (not phenomenological/empirical)
○ Be able to cover ns-ms timescales
○ Atomic resolution but describe nanoparticles
○ Be able to describe reactivity/interactions
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Bridging scales - The tools
What are the computational techniques that “fit the 
bill”?

● Molecular Dynamics
○ time evolution of the system obtained by following atom by 

atom time change
○ very detailed, covers up to µs
○ computational intensive and “non-interesting” for the most 

part
● Kinetic Monte Carlo

○ description of the critical events of the system
○ Minimal computational requirements, covers up to s 
○ requires previous knowledge of the critical events (its 

accuracy depends on it)
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Let’s talk about atomistic 
simulations



Benefits of Atomistic Simulations

Atomistic models can be used to calculate energy of a system (and 
other properties) but also enable us to predict failure, fracture, 
adhesion, diffusion constants, wave speeds, phase diagram 
(melting), protein folding (structure), …

For materials … Failure at macroscale is due to repeated breaking, 
shearing, tearing of bonds at atomistic scale. 

Diseases: failure of biological structures, molecular mechanisms of 
biology, unfolding of proteins



MICRO to MACRO SCALE



How can we compute macroscale 
properties?
Macroscopic state is represented by many different microscopic 
configurations

Ensemble: collection of microscopic states consistent with 
thermodynamic boundary conditions



How to calculate properties from 
atomistic simulations?

Statistical mechanics 

To calculate macroscopic properties from microscopic information 
we need to know the distribution of microscopic states (through a 
simulation).

Macroscopic system is defined by extensive variables that are 
constant (N, V, E)



Ensemble
Large number of copies of a system with specific 
characteristics

Each copy represents a possible microscopic state a 
macroscopic system might be in under thermodynamical
constraints (T, p, N, V,…)



Same macroscopic state is represented by many different 
microscopic configurations



Molecular Dynamics



Goals
You will be able to:
● Set up and carry out a simulation
● Analyze atomistic simulations (making 

sense of the numbers)
● Understand how to link atomistic 

simulations with macroscopic properties



MD mimics what atoms do in real life, assuming a given 
potential energy function

The energy function allows to calculate the force 
experienced by any atom given the positions of the other 
atoms

Newton’s law tells how those forces will affect the motions of 
the atoms

The basic idea

First reported MD simulations: Alder and Wainwright (1957): 
phase diagram of a hard-sphere gas



Simulating the trajectories of atoms

Need algorithm to predict positions, velocities, accelerations as 
function of time
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N coupled equations
● It is a system of ordinary differential equations

○ For n particles we have 3n position coordinates and 
3n velocity

○ One point in a 6N dimensional space represents 
our dynamical system

● Analytical solution is impossible
● Numerical solution



THE COMPONENTS
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Forces
● F can come from QM forces -> AIMD

● F can approximate QM forces -> classic or semi-classic MD

○ We allow bonds to break -> reactive MD

○ We don’t allow -> non reactive MD (why would we want to 

do that? Faster and more accurate at least where 

applicable)

● They are obtained from models for interatomic energy

○ Pair potentials (e.g., LJ, Morse)

○ Multi-body potentials (e.g., CHARMM, EAM, DREIDING)

○ Reactive potentials (e.g., ReaxFF)

○ Quantum mechanics (e.g., DFT)
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Classical MD versus ab initio MD

Is the classical description of the particles in terms of 
Newtonian mechanics justified?

What are the forces between the particles; how can we 
determine them?



Ab initio molecular dynamics

Quantum calculation of the electronic structure at every 
time step (for every configuration of the atomic nuclei)

Higher accuracy than classical MD, but higher numerical 
effort (restricted number of particles and simulation 
time)



Classical molecular dynamics
Interactions are approximated by classical model 
potentials constructed by comparison with experiments 
(empirical potentials)

Leads to simulation of classical many-particle problem

Works well for simple particles like noble gases

Poor for covalent atoms (directional bonding) and metals 
(electrons form Fermi gas)

Simulations are fast - large particle numbers
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Type of forces
Interaction of two atoms at a distance R = |Ri - Rj| can be 
decomposed into 4 pieces

1. Coulomb potential

2. Polarization

3. Attractive dispersion (van der Waals) (1/R6)

4. Short range repulsion (e-R/a)

The last two terms are combined into a 6-12 Lennard-Jones 

potential



12-6 Lennard-Jones potential 

U in kT, r in A



Force calculation - pair potential
Forces are obtained by taking derivatives from the potential 
function and considering all pairs of atoms.

1. Force magnitude: negative derivative of potential energy with 
respect to atomic distance



Pair potentials: energy calculation
Total energy is sum over the energy of all pairs of atoms in the 
system



Numerical Approach molecular 
dynamics
Set particle positions 

Assign initial velocities

Calculate force on each particle

Move particle by time step Dt

Save particle position, velocity, acceleration

Save results

Stop simulation



The Basic Algorithm

● Divide time into discrete time steps, few femtoseconds (10-15s) 
● At each time step:

○ Compute the forces acting on each atom using a force field
○ Move the atoms: update position and velocity of each atom 

using Newton’s laws of motion

Choose integrator!



Integration algorithms
Given the position and velocities of N particles at time t, 
integration of Newton’s equation yields at t+Dt

**

In Verlet algorithm velocities are eliminated using positions at t-Dt

Adding eq. ** 



Some considerations
• INTEGRATOR: The interatomic potentials are highly non-linear, 
often with discontinuous high derivatives, or are evaluated with 
limited precision. Small errors (precision) or minimal differences in 
the initial conditions lead to completely different trajectories 
(Ergodicity!).  Statistical averages are the relevant quantities; they 
do not depend on the details of the trajectories (IF the simulation 
is long enough!!!!).

•Conservation of energy IS important!!. We can allow errors in the 
total energy conservation of the order of 0.01 kT.

•CPU time is completely dominated by the calculation of the 
forces. Therefore, it is preferable to choose algorithms that require 
few evaluations of the forces, and do not need higher derivatives 
of the potential.



Timestep choice
Potential energy

Kinetic energy

Total Energy: 

Should be conserved in Newton's dynamics. E conservation is a 
good check of the time integration. Typical fluctuations ~10-6 
(single precision floating point)

Choice of time step: small enough to conserve E to accuracy 10-6, 
but large enough to allow for long simulation time. Typical 1fs = 10-
15 s
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Timestep choice
Typical 1fs = 10-15 s

Typical simulation length depends on the system 

Is this scale relevant to your process?

Simulation has 2 parts:

1. Equilibration (redistribute energy) System is equilibrated if 
averages of dynamical and structural quantities do not change 
with time

2. Production (record data)
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The machinery - Tricks
● Truncation

○ LJ potential goes out to r - infinity
○ One has to calculate a large number of small contributions
○ V(r) is truncated at Rc. V(r) = 0 for r> Rc

● PBCs 
○ Boundary conditions chosen to approximate big systems
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Cutoff radius

Cutoff radius: consider interactions only to a certain distance 

Force contribution negligible (slope)



Problem with cutoff
To avoid jump at Rc: shift

Common truncation radii for the 

LJ potential arr 2.5s or 3.2 s



Periodic boundaries
● Macroscopic systems have a large number of particles 10^23 

that cannot be directly handled in a  simulation. 
● Each particle interacts with all particles in boxes –

problem for long range interactions since infinite

re-summmation is necessary

● Short range interactions: box L>Rc
● Minimum image convention



The computational Experiment

Initialize: select positions and velocities

Integrate: compute all forces, determine new positions

Equilibrate: system reaches equilibrium (lose memory of initial 
conditions)

Average: accumulate quantities of interest
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Starting and Controlling the 
Simulation
How to initialize the positions
Equilibrate the system
Control simulation



Starting the simulation
Create initial set of positions and velocities: 

•Positions usually defined on lattice or at random

•Velocities are assigned random values, magnitudes reflect desired 
total energy or temperature 

•Average (center-of-mass) velocity should be zero (otherwise you 
simulate translation of system as a whole) 

→ This initial state is not the equilibrium state! It will take the 
system some time to reach equilibrium. 



Controlling the system

In MD some state variables are external 
parameters, others are observables to be 
calculated
NVE - microcanonical ensemble 
Temperature and Pressure are observables 
to be calculated



Canonical Ensemble NVT

External parameters N, V and T
Total energy and pressure are observables to 
be calculated
It requires a thermostat, an algorithm that 
adds and removes energy to keep the 
temperature constant. 



Thermostats

All NPT MD thermostat the momentum 
temperature

Momentum T is proportional to total 
kinetic energy



Thermostats
Atoms are coupled to an external heat bath 
with the desired temperature T0

If T(t) > T0 the coupling term is negative, 
which invokes a viscous force slowing the 
velocity, and viceversa for T(t) < T0. 113



Isothermal-isobaric Ensemble NPT

External parameters N, P and T
Total energy and volume are observables to 
be calculated
NPT requires a barostat in addition to the 
thermostat, an algorithm that changes 
volume to keep pressure constant.



Equilibration

After initial setup, system is likely out of 
equilibrium. Its properties will not be 
stationary but drift. If we are interested in 
equilibrium, we must wait for a number of 
steps to reach equilibrium. 
Observable A(t) - usually
A(t)=A0 + Ce(-t/t)



How long do we need to wait?

Best solution: watch an observable and 
monitor its approach to a constant value
If E, N and V are fixed, watch T or P
Compare runs with different initial 
conditions



Analysis of trajectory data
1. Fundamental quantities

§ Total energy, T, P, volume

2. Structural quantities

Root mean square deviation (RMSD); 

Distribution functions Conformational analysis

3. Dynamical quantities

§ Time correlation functions, transport coefficients

Free energy calculations



To calculate macroscopic properties from microscopic information 
we need to know the distribution of microscopic states. Never take 
a single measurement from a single microscopic state to relate to 
macroscopic properties!



Temperature

Classical many-body system:

Average kinetic energy per degree of freedom is related to 
temperature via Boltzmann constant 

Based on equipartition theorem (E distributed equally over all the 
DoF)

Every quadratic degree of freedom takes energy ½ kB T



Ergodic hypothesis
In MD we want to replace a full sampling on the appropriate 
statistical ensembles by a very long trajectory. This is OK if the 
system is Ergodic.

The ensemble average is equal to the time-average during the 
dynamical evolution of a system under thermodynamic conditions.

The set of microscopic states generated by solving the equations of 
motion in MD generates the distribution/weights of the 
microscopic states. 
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Virtually impossible to carry out analytically

Must know all possible microscopic configurations corresponding 
to a macroscopic ensemble, then calculate RHO

Numerical simulation! 122



Properties

Phase 

Transformation

Measure distance of particles to their neighbors

Average over large number of particles

Average over time



Radial distribution function
Ratio of density of atoms at distance r by overall density = relative 
density of atoms as function of radius

Local density

Overall density of atoms



Which one is liquid/solid?



Limitations of MD simulations
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Timescales
● Simulations require short time steps for numerical stability

○ 1 time step ~ fs (10-15s)
● Structural changes can take nanoseconds (10-9 s), 

microseconds (10-6 s), milliseconds (10-3 s), or longer
○ Millions to trillions of time steps for nanosecond to 

millisecond
● Advanced in computer power have enabled longer simulations 

- microseconds - but still a challenge
● Longer timescale simulations:

○ Algorithm improvement
○ Parallel computing
○ GPUs, etc.



Why MD so computationally 
intensive?
● Many time steps
● Great amount of computation at every time step

○ Non-bonded interactions, as they act between every pair of 
atoms
■ If N atoms, the number of non-bonded terms is 

proportional to N2 
○ Can we ignore interactions beyond atoms separated by 

more than some fixed cutoff distance?
○ van der Waals interactions fall off quickly with distance
○ Electrostatics fall off slowly with distance



How speed up MD simulations?

● Reduce amount of computation per time step
○ Faster algorithms

● Reduce the number of time steps required to simulate a certain 
amount of physical time
○ Could increase the time step several fold by freezing out 

some very fast motions (some bond lengths)
● Reduce the amount of physical time that must be simulated

○ Making events of interest take place more quickly
○ Example: apply artificial forces, or push simulation away 

from states it has already visited



Free energy calculations

Free energy is the most important quantity that characterizes a 
dynamical process. 

Lots of interesting properties require knowledge of FE

Phase diagrams;  Drug binding affinity

Rates of reactions; Equilibrium constants;  Solvation properties, etc.



Collective Variables and 
Metadynamics

Geometric variables that depend on the positions of several atoms 
(collective)

Example: Distance between centers of mass of group of atoms



Metadynamics
Adaptive bias is sum of Gaussian functions created at current 
position

Pushes coordinate away from visited regions. 

At end of simulation the probability density can be obtained 
looking at the density of the Gaussian placed at each position along 
the collective variable. 

Laio and Parrinello PNAS 2002



Parallelize the simulation across 
multiple computers
● Splitting the computation associated with a single time step 

across multiple processors require communications between 
processors
○ Each processor can take responsibility for atoms in one 

spatial region
○ Algorithm improvements can reduce communication 

requirements

● Or perform many short simulations



Computer chips

● GPUs (graphics processor units) pack more arithmetic logic on a 
chip than traditional CPUs and give speed up

● Specialized chips (Anton)



SUMMARY





MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
REACTIVE POTENTIALS



Interatomic pair potentials

Lennard-Jones 12:6 

Morse potential

Harmonic 
approximation



What are the differences among 
potentials?

Shape of potential - how they behave at 
short or long distances, at equilibrium
Number of parameters to fit
Bond breaking?



Bond-order force fields - chemical 
reactions



Why cannot model chemical 
reactions with spring-like 
potentials? 

Reactive potentials overcome these limitations
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Key features of reactive potentials

Molecular model capable of describing chemical reactions

Continuous energy landscape during reactions so to enable 
integration of equations

Info on element types - no additional tags sp2, sp3

Computationally efficient - involving a finite range of interactions 
so that large systems can be treated > 10,000 atoms

Parameters with physical meaning



ReaxFF

Total energy is the sum of terms describing individual chemical 
bonds

All expressions in terms of bond order

Bond energy does not depend on distance, but on bond order



Pauling Bond Order
Bond order is the number of chemical bonds between a pair of 
atoms. Acetylene - BO for C-C is 3

Bond order and length are inversely proportional 

Assumption: 

Nx = n0 exp ((r0-rx)/c)

Nx bond order of a lenght rx c determines how steeply the bond 
orders change with bond distance. Originally Pauling used for signle
and double bonds c=0.3
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ReaxFF

Ebond is a continuous function onf interatomic distance, EvdWaals
and E Coul are dispersive and electrostatic contribution , E angle E 
tors are energies associated with 3-body valence angle strain and 
4-body torsional angle strain. E over is an energy penalty 
preventing the over coordination (based on atomic valence rules -
still energy E penalty is applied if a C atoms forms more than 4 
bonds). E under E speci are system specific terms, such as 
conjugation, hydrogen binding. 

Senftle et al., npj Computational Materials volume2, Article number: 15011 (2016)



Numerical Approach molecular 
dynamics
Set particle positions 

Assign initial velocities

Calculate force on each particle

Move particle by time step Dt

Save particle position, velocity, acceleration

Save results

Stop simulation



MD IN COMBUSTION



Reactive MD Study of Soot Formation

● Mao et al. studied soot 
formation with ReaxFF force 
field
○ ReaxFF considers bond 

energies and allows for 
their formation and 
breaking

○ 10,000x faster than DFT
● Studied PAHs between 100-

700 amu, T=400-2500K

Mao, Q.; van Duin, A. C. T.; Luo, K. H. Carbon 2017, 121, 380–388.



Reactive MD Study of Soot Formation

● Identified three regions
○ At low T, only physical 

nucleation occurs
○ At mid T, no nucleation 

occurs (smaller range for 
larger PAHs)

○ At high T (~2500�K) 
nucleation from chemical 
bonding occurs

● Dimers are typically in a stacked 
arrangement (but sometimes T 
shaped)

Mao, Q.; van Duin, A. C. T.; Luo, K. H. Carbon 2017, 121, 380–388.



Molecular Dynamics for Soot Formation: 
Pyrene Dimerization

● PAHs will physically nucleate into 
soot

● Pyrene forms from variety pathways 
and is highly stable thus Schuetz et 
al. used its physical dimerization is 
used to study physical growth

● In order to nucleate into soot PAH 
dimer must exist long enough for 
additional growth to occur

● Past equilibrium calculations showed 
pyrene dimer does not exist long 
enough for additional growth

Pyrene

Pyrene DimerSchuetz, C. A.; Frenklach, M. PROCI 2002



Collision Event
● 2 vibrationally equilibrated but 

rotationally cold Pyrene. 
● Molecules were prepared rotationally 

cold to emphasize development of 
internal rotations. 



MD Study of Cluster Stability
● Considered three types of PAH:

○ Peri-condensed Aromatic 

Hydrocarbon (PCAH)

○ Peri-condensed Aromatic with 

Branch (PCAB)

○ Aromatic Aliphatic Linked 

Hydrocarbon (AALH)

● Within each group considered 

different sizes and morphologies

● Simulated system denser than real 

system so that 1ns of simulation time 

was equivalent to 8.5ms

H.; Violi, A. Peri-Condensed Aromatics with Aliphatic Chains as Key Intermediates for the Nucleation of Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 2011, 33 (1), 693–700.



Coarse-Graining Molecular Dynamics

● Coarse graining (CG) studies a 
simpler system without losing 
accuracy of model
○ Must partition system into 

simpler structural (not 
individual atoms!)

○ Must accurately represent 
forces between units In CG model C60 is represented by 

single red dot instead of 60 
individual atoms   

Izvekov, S.; Violi, A.; Voth, G. A. JPC 2005
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